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1. Attendees
a. Sam Vega (Chair, Staff)
b. Cassie Burns (Secretary, Staff)
c. Juan Franco (SHIP Subcommittee Chair, Staff)
d. Kourtnie Berry
e. Marisa Fuse
f. Stacey Dunn
g. Teasa Mays
h. Jenn Manak
i. Elizabeth Smith (SGA Representative)
2. Call to Order
3. Committee Reports
a. SHIP Committee Report led by Juan
i. SHIP Budget Update - $10,800 total funds in budget
1. Originally $12,000 in budget ($10,000 from SHIP budget proper, $2,000
pledged by Micki Meyer)
2. Allocated $1200 in last cycle, comprised of two $600 awards
3. Only one more cycle this year
ii. SHIP Proposal Review
1. Reviewed three submitted proposals for this cycle, including review of
funding request, context of project, benefits to community, additional
information, level of need, and amount requested
2. Applicant one: Student requested $600 to support travel to a student
symposium focused on research related to community history
preservation and participatory research techniques through an antiracist lens.
a. No questions.
b. Application was approved.
3. Applicant two: Student requested $600 to support travel to the student
symposium listed above.
a. No questions.
b. Application was approved.
4. Applicant three: Student requested $600 for same purpose as above.
a. No questions.
b. Application was approved.
4. New Business
a. Proposed SLC Handbook Changes (Sam)
i. Sam reviewed the 2020-21 Student Life Committee Canvas course, including
where to find past meeting dates, minutes and resources. She reviewed the SLC
Handbook resource, which includes the current version and proposed changes.
The committee discussed the inclusion of diversity, equity and inclusion as part
of the handbook, given the College’s Strategic Planning focus on DEI.

ii. All committee members are asked to review the proposed changes prior to the
March meeting, during which the changes will be discussed and voted on.
b. Committee Structure Discussion (Sam)
i. In follow up to the last meeting, Sam briefly reviewed the three options for the
SLC structure, including all campus, all staff, or all faculty committee options.
ii. Committee members reviewed the benefits of remaining an all campus
committee, including with the benefits of having a more inclusive set of voices
across campus as well as in alignment with a focus on the DEI Strategic Plan
across the college which could be a SLC focus area.
iii. All members continue to be in favor of moving forward as an all campus
committee.
iv. Sam informed the group that next steps would be to bring that structure
forward at the same time as the new approved SLC Handbook, so that both
items could be finalized simultaneously.
c. Committee Records Update (Sam)
i. Sam will ensure all Committee members have access to a Canvas site.
ii. Cassie will create new Canvas site for 2021-22. She will inform Sam once the site
is created to ensure all members and Archives have access.
iii. Juan will save SHIP grants to the site, and Cassie will save minutes for record
keeping purposes and committee reference.
5. Adjournment

Student Life Committee
Meeting
SHIP Grants – Funding Cycle #3

Current budget

 SHIP Grant Budget is currently $10,800 USD
 $10,000 USD from the SHIP Budget proper and$2,000 USD from Micky Myer
 Grant initiated the year with a $12,000 budget

 We did not have any funding requests in cycle 1
 We allocated $1,200 in funding cycle 2

Funding Requests for Cycle #3

Mitchel Shiffer -- $600
Mickayla Grasse-Stockman -- $600
Artis Gunn -- $600

Mitchel Shiffer
 Purpose of funding need: Attending a Student Symposium at Frisk University in Nashville,
TN. Grant would cover a large chunk of transportation and lodging costs.
 Context of the project: Localized research projects surrounding community history using
participatory research techniques (Challenging long established archival norms that
reinforce white supremacy)
 Benefits to the Rollins community: Fostering critical thinking in our students – specifically
applying an anti-racist filter through historical research methods
 Additional information:
 Level of need: Very high need
 Amount Requested: $600 (Cap amount for domestic research/travel)

Mickayla Grasse-Stockman
 Purpose of funding need: Attending a Student Symposium at Frisk University in Nashville,
TN. Grant would cover a large chunk of transportation and lodging costs.
 Context of the project: Localized research projects surrounding community history using
participatory research techniques (Challenging long established archival norms that
reinforce white supremacy)
 Benefits to the Rollins community: Fostering critical thinking in our students – specifically
applying an anti-racist filter through historical research methods
 Additional information:
 Level of need: Medium to low need
 Amount Requested: $600 (Cap amount for domestic research/travel)

Artis Gunn
 Purpose of funding need: Attending a Student Symposium at Frisk University in Nashville,
TN. Grant would cover a large chunk of transportation and lodging costs.
 Context of the project: Localized research projects surrounding community history using
participatory research techniques (Challenging long established archival norms that
reinforce white supremacy)
 Benefits to the Rollins community: Fostering critical thinking in our students – specifically
applying an anti-racist filter through historical research methods
 Additional information:
 Level of need: Very high need
 Amount Requested: $600 (Cap amount for domestic research/travel)
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Scholarship for High-Impact Pathways (SHIP)
Application Guidelines for Rollins Students
GENERAL INFORMATION
Student scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis for students who complete a high-impact
practice. High-impact learning happens when students are actively engaged in the educational process,
when their learning goes beyond the classroom to be applied in their personal and work lives. Students
engaged in high-impact learning are more engaged in their education and work collaboratively in
community and with peers. Please see https://www.aacu.org/leap/hips for additional information
about high-impact educational practices.
Permitted Expenditures:
1. Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
a. Participation in conferences is defined as: presenting a paper or performance,
presenting a poster session, responding to a paper or a speaker, art showcase, or
presenting a workshop.
2. Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist. Applicants must confirm support from the Office of International
Programs with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This letter must be submitted
with the SHIP application to be considered.
3. Participation in unpaid internships. Applicants are required to confirm support from the
Center for Career and Life Planning with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This
letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
4. Participation in volunteer/service experiences. Applicants are required to confirm support
from the Center for Leadership and Community Engagement with a letter of support signed
by a staff member. This letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
5. Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop (qualifies for up to 75% funding
cap for domestic trips; international trips are not funded).
6. Additional high-impact practices may be funded on a case-by-case basis. Applicants are
welcome to make the case in their application.
Our parameters state that we fund “highly impactful educational opportunities that are not
funded through other areas of the college” and “participation in non-Rollins study abroad –
when an approved program that meets the same needs does not exist.” As Rollins provides
other internal funding for Rollins field studies and study abroad programs, SHIP funding is not
used for these programs.
SHIP grant recipients must complete 2 blog entries within 15 days after return from high-impact
practice emailed to: shipgrant@rolllins.edu. Each blog (each roughly 225-300 words with pictures)
should focus on a critical experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the
experience. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can be shared online, please
include it with your blog submission.
It is anticipated that the results funded by these scholarships will enhance the academic life of the
student. The student agrees to fulfill the requirements of the scholarship as listed below. If the
student fails to complete all requirements, student will be subject to return funds or be held
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accountable by the Honor Council. Class-related experiences are normally not funded, with the
exception of internships and study abroad. Applications should list a Rollins faculty member or staff
sponsor. The applicant is required to cc’ the Rollins faculty sponsor on the submission of this
application. Students can only receive SHIP funds once per academic year.
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Overview of the application process
A. Review of Scholarship Proposals
Please remember that while your proposal will undergo a blind review in spirit of collegiality; there is no
discipline specific review. The Student Life Committee is composed of members of the general faculty,
staff, and students. Your objectives must be well conceived, clearly stated, and written in a language
that can be understood by a general audience.

B. Deadlines
1. The committee meets four-times a year to consider all SHIP grants received by the funding
cycle deadline. These deadlines are as follows:
a. October 1 for Funding Cycle 1
b. December 1 for Funding Cycle 2
c. February 1 for Funding Cycle 3
d. April 1 for Funding Cycle 4
2. Please take these funding cycle deadlines into consideration when submitting your application.
3. Please submit your application at least two months prior to your proposed experience, and
no later than April 1 for summer experiences. Applications, for summer experiences,
submitted after these deadlines may be considered on a case-by-case basis. Proposals must be
submitted in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats, to shipgrant@rollins.edu.
4. Students who are planning to participate in high-impact practices must always apply before Day
1 of high-impact practice—prior to when it takes place, or their application will not be considered.
Students are encouraged to apply as early as is feasible. Proposals for summer experiences must
be submitted by the final due date of the spring semester (April 1).
5. Students are normally notified of any decision within one week of the SLC meeting following
review.

Application Guidelines
A. Eligibility
1. All full-time Rollins College undergraduate and graduate students (i.e., College of Liberal Arts,
Crummer School, Holt School)
2. Proposals will be judged on the completeness of the application, the quality of the project, and
financial need. Preference will be given to proposals that exhibit significant benefits to the
Rollins community.
3. The committee will fully fund eligible proposals with comprehensive completion of the following:
a. Clearly stated objectives, outcomes, methodology, and give back to the Rollins community.
b. Clear, detailed budget and rationale for all requested funds.
4. The committee will not review incomplete proposals:
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a. With missing information
b. With a financial request exceeding $600 for domestic and $1,200 for international high
impact practices ($450 funding cap for domestic competitive workshops).
c. From applicants who have not met expectations of previously awarded scholarships.
d. From applicants who have unresolved disciplinary issues.
e. From applicants who are on academic probation
f. From applicants that already received SHIP funds in the same academic year
5. All proposals deemed acceptable by the committee will be at least partially funded, funds
permitting. If there is insufficient money to support fully all acceptable proposals, it will not
necessarily be the case that each applicant will receive an equal percentage of the funds
requested. Some proposals, for example, may receive 100 percent of what is requested, some
at 75 percent and some at 50 percent. In order to successfully allocate partial funding, the
committee must have a complete picture of the total expected budget. Please give a detailed
accounting of allowed expenditures, even if this projected total exceeds the funding maximum.

B. Permitted Expenditures
Expenditures must be justified in terms of their relationship to the permitted project (see permission
eligibility on page 1). The budget parameters for current college rates for travel are available from
the Finance Department (http://www.rollins.edu/finance/payments/travel-entertainment.html).
Applicants should consult the Office of International Programs for international travel.
Scholarships may be funded for a maximum of $600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l), if the budget and
number of proposals permits.

C. Financial Reimbursement Requirements
Students must complete the following to receive the scholarship:
• Both Blogs (Each roughly 225-300 words with pictures) should focus on a critical
experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the experience. They
should be submitted 15 days after return from high-impact practice to
shipgrant@rolllins.edu. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can
be shared online, please include it with your blog submission.
• If students receive reimbursement or pre-paid benefits and do not complete the post
grant responsibilities (e.g., blog posts), they will be held accountable to the Honor
Council.
Money disbursement options for SHIP recipients:
a. Students must submit copies of their travel expense receipts within 15 days of travel to
the budget administrator (Karla Knight KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu) for reimbursement.
b. Alternatively, students can request that certain expenses (e.g., airfare, registration fee,
poster printing) be pre-paid by contacting Karla Knight at KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu. For
any non-prepaid additional expenses, students must follow the same procedure
specified above (sending receipts within 15 days of travel to Karla Knight).
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Scholarships for High-Impact Practices (SHIP)
Student Application
Applicant Information
Student Name: Mickayla Grasse-Stockman

R-Number: R01190517

Academic Level (Undergraduate/Graduate): Senior
Enrollment (CLA/Crummer/Holt): CLA
Department: History
Phone: 6036308175

Email: mgrassestockman@gmail.com

Description of scholarship proposal
A. Title of project: Participatory History and Archiving Grant Experiences – A Student Symposium and
Capstone Experience at Fisk University in Nashville, TN
B. Dates of High-Impact Experience: April 7-9, 2022
C. Location of High-Impact Experience: Fisk University Nashville, Tennessee
D. Type of High-Impact Experience:

☒ Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
☐ Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist.
☐ Participation in unpaid internships.
☐ Participation in volunteer/service experiences.
☐ Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop.
☐ Other high-impact educational practice as described below
E. Description of the project (this should also include the length of presentation, status of
acceptance and date of presentation, if applicable):
This collaborative project has assembled a team of instructors and archivists from five ACS institutions (Rollins
College, Center College, Sewanee, Washington and Lee, and Richmond University) to produce local public
history projects that directly address historic racial inequities by pursuing community-based participatory research
and archiving (CBPRA) practices alongside community-based learning experts. CBPRA is a global movement
that challenges established archival practices that, intentionally or not, have reinforced white supremacy. CBPRA
holds unusual promise in settings — like those of our colleges — where records of the labor and other
contributions of people of color have been excluded from archival collections and, by extension, from the stories
we tell about our colleges and universities and the communities in which they are embedded. This project (which
was funded by the Associated Colleges of the South for the 2021-2022 school year, specifically in the from of
faculty support via stipends and travel monies) entails an inter-campus network of courses that are developed
collaboratively through fall semester workshops. The resulting courses are aimed to lead students in the study
and implementation of the theories and techniques of CBPRA and to foster student-led public history exhibits or
virtual archives in partnership with representatives of local communities of color. Rollins faculty (Hannah Ewing
and Rachel Walton) are partnering with the Hannibal Square Heritage Center in west Winter Park throughout the
2021-2022 academic year to provide what is hoped to be a mutually beneficial relationship between the Center
(and it’s director Barbara Chandler) and the eight senior history students enrolled in HIS 490 for Spring 2022. A
capstone “teach in” April 7th-9th in Nashville, TN will bring participants together to showcase and critically evaluate
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these projects in a setting that draws a diverse audience of community organizers and activists in social justice
initiatives. Representative students and faculty will present their progress on the projects from the communitybased archiving courses already underway in a series of presentations lasting 20 minutes each, and set up in
thematically organized panels. The paper submission process is still being ironed out currently, but students from
any participating class on each campus are eligible to submit presentation proposals when the call for papers is
announced, as are faculty instructors and archivists. At the completion of the project in July 2022, the grant team
will launch a web-based portal at the conclusion of the grant that organizes and makes accessible the diverse
public history projects undertaken in the year of the grant cycle, and provides a resource toolbox to support
development of kindred community-based projects on ACS and other colleges’ campuses.
F. Objectives of scholarship project. Please list objectives that are clear, specific, and measurable.
Below are the main goals identified in the original grant proposal for this active and ongoing grant project,
officially titled “Participatory History and Archiving: Promoting and Supporting Undergraduate Instruction
and Project Outcomes with Community-Based Research and Archiving” which was funded by the
Associated Colleges of the South for the 2021-2022 school year as a Diversity and Inclusion Grant:
(1) To develop and implement an inter-campus network of collaborative courses or course modules that
lead students in the study and implementation of the theories and techniques of CBPRA;
2) To produce student-led public history exhibits or virtual archives in partnership with representatives of
local communities of color with historic ties to college locales/campuses;
3) To hold a “summit” of college and community partners in the late spring of 2022 to showcase and
critically evaluate these projects (funding for travel is provided);
4) To launch a web-based portal that organizes and makes accessible the diverse public history projects
undertaken during the grant and to serve as a resource “toolbox” for ACS institutions and other colleges
to use in the undertaking of kindred projects.
*Item 3 above indicates the critical nature of the summit in accomplishing a central goal of this year-long,
grant funded, multi-institution project: namely, to share, discuss, and evaluate the year of community
archives grant work that occurred on each participating campus.
G. Describe how this project will contribute to the Rollins Community. (Suggested Length = 200
words)
This project will contribute to the Rollins Community by: enhancing campus awareness of how race
influenced enduring social and cultural histories on the local level; fostering critical thinking for Rollins
students about how knowledge about the past and present is produced; developing a valued, lasting
community resource in the form of a digital final product in service to the local community partner; and
creating a stronger institutional ties with a valued neighboring cultural heritage site. Furthermore, this
grant represents a purposeful pursuit of one of Rollins’ current strategic goals: becoming an anti-racist
community and a leader in social justice education.
H. Describe how this project relates to your current course of study at Rollins.
I am currently a senior History major here at Rollins. Participating in this project and the symposium
relates to my current course of study by giving me the opportunity to take the skills I have learned in my
history classes and apply them in a setting that can help my local community. I specifically hope that my
work with this grant, project, class, and symposium can make the history of Hannibal Square in west
Winter park more readily available and discoverable. I am so proud to be a part of this project as it works
to create a truer more inclusive history of both Winter Park and Rollins College.
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I.

Describe the contribution of this project to your long-term learning goals.
This project will enrich my long-term learning goals as it will give me the experience of using the skills I
have acquired within my major (history) to effect change in my community; basically, it will allow me to
make an impact in a way I have not be able to before within my history expertise. Secondly it will give me
the experience of presenting in front of a large group of peers and educators in an academic setting, and
enable me to share my ideas in professional workshop settings; both of those experiences will prepare
me for a future in graduate school and that is a pathway I am strongly considering at this point.

Proposed Budget
Be specific about what costs will be incurred. Please provide sources for estimates where available, e.g.
international proposals should reference the Office of International Programs. Your proposed budget should
reflect your actual anticipated permitted expenditures, even if this amount exceeds the maximum SHIP
award.

Item
Travel (Airfare, car rental, etc.)

Justification

Amount

Flights on Southwest on Wed 4/6 and
return on Sat 4/9

$ 271 (southwest)

No registration fee needed

$0 (waived)

Homewood Suites in downtown
Nashville - $257/night x 3 nights, but
split with another student (so ½)

$$384

Registration fee
Lodging
Meals

$0
Other (Please specify)

As some meals will be provided by the
conference and transportation is being
arranged by the faculty member, I am
not requesting any $ for food or
transportation

$0

Total
$655 total of trip
Total REQUESTED Funds
(CAP: $450 (competitive workshops),
$600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l))

$600
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Other Support for Current Proposal
1. Have you applied for or been granted any external or other internal sources of funding for this
proposal? NO
• If yes, clearly identify all other requests that duplicate this proposal, indicating the source,
periods and amounts of all support requested and/or received, along with the status of the
support.
• You may not duplicate or “double dip” financial requests from any other source
2. Please explain any extenuating circumstances the committee should consider when reviewing
your proposal.
Due to COVID-19 I have not been able to participate in many extra academic experiences that
are vital to a liberal arts education. Because I am a senior year, this is one of the last
opportunities I will have to participate in such an event before my undergraduate career comes
to an end and without these funds I will not be able to take advantage of this opportunity.

Sponsor Approval Name: Rachel Walton (campus lead of the grant in question and will be traveling
with students to Nashville) and Hannah Ewing (HIS 490 course instructor)
Date _1/27/22____________
(Name of faculty or department sponsor is required for all travel proposals.)
Student Name: _________Mickayla Grasse-Stockman______________ Date __1/31/2022_______

By checking the following boxes, I confirm:

☒ Authorization to the committee to review my financial, academic and disciplinary records for
consideration of my proposal.

☒ Agreement to the parameters of the application and post-scholarship responsibilities.
☒ Submission of required documentation (e.g., support letter from Office of International Programs,
Center for Career and Life Planning, or Center for Leadership and Community Engagement)

☒ That I have not participated in any unresolved academic or social misconduct as defined by the
Honor Council and Community Standards and Responsibility

HONOR CODE: “On my honor, I have not given, nor received, nor witnessed any unauthorized assistance
on this work.”
STUDENT SIGNATURE: ______________________________

1/31/2022

DATE: ___________________
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Include with this application (if needed):
For travel within the US: Copy of completed Rollins College Trip/Event Informed Consent Form.
(Complete via Foxlink; faculty/staff/department sponsor usually must initiate the Off Campus Travel
Registration Form and provide code to student.)
For international travel: Note from Study Abroad Coordinator stating that the student applicant has
completed all preliminary steps with their office and will be working with them to confirm travel details,
etc.
Send completed application to shipgrant@rollins.edu in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats.
The applicant is required to cc this application to the faculty/staff sponsor on this grant.

Application form last updated: November 2020
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Scholarship for High-Impact Pathways (SHIP)
Application Guidelines for Rollins Students
GENERAL INFORMATION
Student scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis for students who complete a high-impact
practice. High-impact learning happens when students are actively engaged in the educational process,
when their learning goes beyond the classroom to be applied in their personal and work lives. Students
engaged in high-impact learning are more engaged in their education and work collaboratively in
community and with peers. Please see https://www.aacu.org/leap/hips for additional information
about high-impact educational practices.
Permitted Expenditures:
1. Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
a. Participation in conferences is defined as: presenting a paper or performance,
presenting a poster session, responding to a paper or a speaker, art showcase, or
presenting a workshop.
2. Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist. Applicants must confirm support from the Office of International
Programs with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This letter must be submitted
with the SHIP application to be considered.
3. Participation in unpaid internships. Applicants are required to confirm support from the
Center for Career and Life Planning with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This
letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
4. Participation in volunteer/service experiences. Applicants are required to confirm support
from the Center for Leadership and Community Engagement with a letter of support signed
by a staff member. This letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
5. Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop (qualifies for up to 75% funding
cap for domestic trips; international trips are not funded).
6. Additional high-impact practices may be funded on a case-by-case basis. Applicants are
welcome to make the case in their application.
Our parameters state that we fund “highly impactful educational opportunities that are not
funded through other areas of the college” and “participation in non-Rollins study abroad –
when an approved program that meets the same needs does not exist.” As Rollins provides
other internal funding for Rollins field studies and study abroad programs, SHIP funding is not
used for these programs.
SHIP grant recipients must complete 2 blog entries within 15 days after return from high-impact
practice emailed to: shipgrant@rolllins.edu. Each blog (each roughly 225-300 words with pictures)
should focus on a critical experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the
experience. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can be shared online, please
include it with your blog submission.
It is anticipated that the results funded by these scholarships will enhance the academic life of the
student. The student agrees to fulfill the requirements of the scholarship as listed below. If the
student fails to complete all requirements, student will be subject to return funds or be held
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accountable by the Honor Council. Class-related experiences are normally not funded, with the
exception of internships and study abroad. Applications should list a Rollins faculty member or staff
sponsor. The applicant is required to cc’ the Rollins faculty sponsor on the submission of this
application. Students can only receive SHIP funds once per academic year.
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Overview of the application process
A. Review of Scholarship Proposals
Please remember that while your proposal will undergo a blind review in spirit of collegiality; there is no
discipline specific review. The Student Life Committee is composed of members of the general faculty,
staff, and students. Your objectives must be well conceived, clearly stated, and written in a language
that can be understood by a general audience.

B. Deadlines
1. The committee meets four-times a year to consider all SHIP grants received by the funding
cycle deadline. These deadlines are as follows:
a. October 1 for Funding Cycle 1
b. December 1 for Funding Cycle 2
c. February 1 for Funding Cycle 3
d. April 1 for Funding Cycle 4
2. Please take these funding cycle deadlines into consideration when submitting your application.
3. Please submit your application at least two months prior to your proposed experience, and
no later than April 1 for summer experiences. Applications, for summer experiences,
submitted after these deadlines may be considered on a case-by-case basis. Proposals must be
submitted in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats, to shipgrant@rollins.edu.
4. Students who are planning to participate in high-impact practices must always apply before Day
1 of high-impact practice—prior to when it takes place, or their application will not be considered.
Students are encouraged to apply as early as is feasible. Proposals for summer experiences must
be submitted by the final due date of the spring semester (April 1).
5. Students are normally notified of any decision within one week of the SLC meeting following
review.

Application Guidelines
A. Eligibility
1. All full-time Rollins College undergraduate and graduate students (i.e., College of Liberal Arts,
Crummer School, Holt School)
2. Proposals will be judged on the completeness of the application, the quality of the project, and
financial need. Preference will be given to proposals that exhibit significant benefits to the
Rollins community.
3. The committee will fully fund eligible proposals with comprehensive completion of the following:
a. Clearly stated objectives, outcomes, methodology, and give back to the Rollins community.
b. Clear, detailed budget and rationale for all requested funds.
4. The committee will not review incomplete proposals:
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a. With missing information
b. With a financial request exceeding $600 for domestic and $1,200 for international high
impact practices ($450 funding cap for domestic competitive workshops).
c. From applicants who have not met expectations of previously awarded scholarships.
d. From applicants who have unresolved disciplinary issues.
e. From applicants who are on academic probation
f. From applicants that already received SHIP funds in the same academic year
5. All proposals deemed acceptable by the committee will be at least partially funded, funds
permitting. If there is insufficient money to support fully all acceptable proposals, it will not
necessarily be the case that each applicant will receive an equal percentage of the funds
requested. Some proposals, for example, may receive 100 percent of what is requested, some
at 75 percent and some at 50 percent. In order to successfully allocate partial funding, the
committee must have a complete picture of the total expected budget. Please give a detailed
accounting of allowed expenditures, even if this projected total exceeds the funding maximum.

B. Permitted Expenditures
Expenditures must be justified in terms of their relationship to the permitted project (see permission
eligibility on page 1). The budget parameters for current college rates for travel are available from
the Finance Department (http://www.rollins.edu/finance/payments/travel-entertainment.html).
Applicants should consult the Office of International Programs for international travel.
Scholarships may be funded for a maximum of $600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l), if the budget and
number of proposals permits.

C. Financial Reimbursement Requirements
Students must complete the following to receive the scholarship:
• Both Blogs (Each roughly 225-300 words with pictures) should focus on a critical
experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the experience. They
should be submitted 15 days after return from high-impact practice to
shipgrant@rolllins.edu. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can
be shared online, please include it with your blog submission.
• If students receive reimbursement or pre-paid benefits and do not complete the post
grant responsibilities (e.g., blog posts), they will be held accountable to the Honor
Council.
Money disbursement options for SHIP recipients:
a. Students must submit copies of their travel expense receipts within 15 days of travel to
the budget administrator (Karla Knight KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu) for reimbursement.
b. Alternatively, students can request that certain expenses (e.g., airfare, registration fee,
poster printing) be pre-paid by contacting Karla Knight at KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu. For
any non-prepaid additional expenses, students must follow the same procedure
specified above (sending receipts within 15 days of travel to Karla Knight).
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Scholarships for High-Impact Practices (SHIP)
Student Application
Applicant Information

Student Name:

R-Number:

Academic Level (Undergraduate/Graduate):
Enrollment (CLA/Crummer/Holt):
Department:
Phone:

Email:

Description of scholarship proposal
A. Title of project: Participatory History and Archiving: Promoting and Supporting Undergraduate Instruction
and Project Outcomes with Community-Based Research and Archiving
B. Dates of High-Impact Experience: April 7-9, 2022
C. Location of High-Impact Experience: Fisk University in Nashville, TN
D. Type of High-Impact Experience:

☒ Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
☐ Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist.

☐ Participation in unpaid internships.
☐ Participation in volunteer/service experiences.
☐ Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop.
☐ Other high-impact educational practice as described below
E. Description of the project (this should also include the length of presentation, status of
acceptance and date of presentation, if applicable):

This collaborative project has assembled a team of instructors and archivists from five ACS institutions
(Rollins College, Center College, Sewanee, Washington and Lee, and Richmond University) to produce
local public history projects that directly address historic racial inequities by pursuing community-based
participatory research and archiving (CBPRA) practices alongside community-based learning experts.
CBPRA is a global movement that challenges established archival practices that, intentionally or not,
have reinforced white supremacy. CBPRA holds unusual promise in settings — like those of our
colleges — where records of the labor and other contributions of people of color have been excluded
from archival collections and, by extension, from the stories we tell about our colleges and universities
and the communities in which they are embedded. Our project entails an inter-campus network of
courses that are developed collaboratively through fall semester workshops. The resulting course
designs will lead students in the study and implementation of the theories and techniques of CBPRA and
foster student-led public history exhibits or virtual archives in partnership with representatives of local
communities of color. A capstone “teach in” at the end of the grant period (in Nashville, TN) will bring
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participants together to showcase and critically evaluate these projects in a setting that draws a diverse
audience of community organizers and activists in social justice initiatives. Finally, the grant team will
launch a web-based portal at the conclusion of the grant that organizes and makes accessible the diverse
public history projects undertaken in the year of the grant cycle, and provides a resource toolbox to
support development of kindred community-based projects on ACS and other colleges’ campuses.
F. Objectives of scholarship project. Please list objectives that are clear, specific, and measurable.
1.To develop and implement an inter-campus network of collaborative courses or course modules that
lead students in the study and implementation of the theories and techniques of CBPRA;
2. to produce student-led public history exhibits or virtual archives in partnership with representatives of
local communities of color with historic ties to college locales/campus;
3. to hold a “summit” of college and community partners in the late spring of 2022 to showcase and
critically evaluate these projects (funding for travel is provided); and
4. to launch a web-based portal that organizes and makes accessible the diverse public history projects
undertaken during the grant and to serve as a resource “toolbox” for the ACS institutions and other colleges to
use in the undertaking of kindred projects.

G. Describe how this project will contribute to the Rollins Community. (Suggested Length = 200
words)

The above outcomes anticipated for the “Participatory History and Archiving” project reflect the below
four interrelated goals that are built into its design of this initiative and respond directly and purposefully
to the theme of Diversity and Inclusion.
Goal #1: Bridging colleges and neighboring communities
By seeking to build bridges between colleges and their agents and members of communities of color, the
participatory and power-sharing model of CBPRA is by its very nature inclusive and thus especially
well-suited to ACS colleges that are “just a generation away from segregation.” The CBPRA project we
propose has at its core the grant’s priorities of fostering critical reflection on institutional cultures and
learning through constructive engagement with diverse perspectives. In fact, Information Studies
scholars have underscored the reparative potential of CBPRA when its practitioners actually share
power instead of just “filling the holes” in archival collections. MIT’s director of libraries, Chris Bourg,
has urged libraries and archives to “serve as ‘town squares’ to promote diversity and social justice,”
(Straumsheim) which is exactly what can happen when institutions like ours partner with community
members and empower them as experts in creating knowledge about their own and the institution’s
history. As Gilliland and McKemmish observe, participatory archiving offers “a space for negotiating
different perspectives, experiences and needs” (Gilliland and McKemmish, 1). In doing so, it can serve as
a “mechanism” for acknowledging and repairing the distrust of “those who have been disenfranchised,
silenced or otherwise marginalized or victimized by archives and recordkeeping more generally.” And by
sharing power and authority over this work, colleges can resist falling into the long historic pattern of
institutional paternalism toward communities of color.
Goal #2: Fostering critical thinking about how knowledge about the past and present is produced
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This program is designed to foster students’ critical thinking about how our respective institutions
produce knowledge about themselves and surrounding communities through archiving practices that
determine the stories we tell prospective and fellow students, our alumni, and the public at large. It will
encourage not just the “use” of archival resources but also the critical evaluation of them. The project
will encourage students to become more critically aware of how archiving traditions that tilt toward the
preservation of the records of people with wealth and power create, in Lae’l Hughes-Watkins’s words,
“a systemic defect … that has led to the marginalization, erasure, and oppression of historically
underrepresented communities” (Hughes-Watkins, 2). Too often, students think of their institutions as
passive reflections of the world around them. A goal of this project is to empower students to consider
how their college made the world around them.
Goal #3: Enhancing awareness of how race influenced enduring hiring and labor practices
The program is designed to give our students’ greater knowledge and understanding of the degree to
which systems of racial domination have influenced the labor practices of our respective colleges.
Liberal arts colleges are especially well suited for this type of investigation because of their histories of
close — if usually oppressive and exploitative — relations with local communities of color. What
remains true in most of these instances is that communities of color provided necessary labor to ensure
the success of these colleges, but were not invited to formally share in that success. College
administrators, staff, and faculty members often overlooked the day-to-day contributions of these
communities and turned a blind eye to their role in exploiting these communities. This project aims to
empower students to uncover truths about college labor practices and understand how those past
practices still affect communities of color today.
Goal #4: Creating a lasting community resource
The program is designed to create a durable community-based public history project or archive that can
continue to serve the community partners and support the interests and needs of that community, and
potentially build more just and equitable relationships with participating colleges. Students also will
directly benefit from learning about surrounding communities by sharing in the production of a project
that is beneficial and needed by local partners.

H. Describe how this project relates to your current course of study at Rollins.
Currently, I am a senior at Rollins College double majoring in English and History. This research project correlates
with numerous subsections of classes taken in the history department. As a history major, learning to research
and apply historical knowledge is the focal point.

I.

Describe the contribution of this project to your long-term learning goals.

I have applied to numerous graduate programs for a PhD in English Literature meaning this project will allow me
hone researching skills, learn proper archival skills, and have a final chance to give back to the Rollins’
community.

Proposed Budget
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Be specific about what costs will be incurred. Please provide sources for estimates where available, e.g.
international proposals should reference the Office of International Programs. Your proposed budget should
reflect your actual anticipated permitted expenditures, even if this amount exceeds the maximum SHIP
award.

Item

Justification

Amount

Travel (Airfare, car rental, etc.)

$200.00

Registration fee

$50.00

Lodging

$200.00

Meals

$150.00

Other (Please specify)

$

Total

$600.00

Total REQUESTED Funds
(CAP: $450 (competitive workshops),
$600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l))

$600.00

Other Support for Current Proposal

1. Have you applied for or been granted any external or other internal sources of funding for this
proposal? Y/ N
• If yes, clearly identify all other requests that duplicate this proposal, indicating the source,
periods and amounts of all support requested and/or received, along with the status of the
support.
• You may not duplicate or “double dip” financial requests from any other source
2. Please explain any extenuating circumstances the committee should consider when reviewing
your proposal.
As a student, I have been placed into the “exceptional-need category” based on Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) with an Expected Family Contribution of zero. Additionally, my father has
stage 5 small-cell lung cancer and stage 4 multiple myeloma cancer. He’s about to receive his 92nd
dose of radiation in hopes of treating his tumors. I am a full-time student and who drives 1.5 each way
for classes because of my father requiring care. Due to outrageously high medical bills, I (nor my
family) have the necessary expenses required for this academic conference.
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Sponsor Approval Name: ___Rachel Walton_________ Date ____01/26/2022____
(Name of faculty or department sponsor is required for all travel proposals.)
Student Name: ____Artis A. Gunn_______________ Date _____________

By checking the following boxes, I confirm:

☒ Authorization to the committee to review my financial, academic and disciplinary records for
consideration of my proposal.

☒ Agreement to the parameters of the application and post-scholarship responsibilities.
☒ Submission of required documentation (e.g., support letter from Office of International Programs,
Center for Career and Life Planning, or Center for Leadership and Community Engagement)

☒ That I have not participated in any unresolved academic or social misconduct as defined by the
Honor Council and Community Standards and Responsibility

HONOR CODE:
STUDENT SIGNATURE: _________Artis A. Gunn___________ DATE: _____01/26/2022_____
Include with this application (if needed):
For travel within the US: Copy of completed Rollins College Trip/Event Informed Consent Form.
(Complete via Foxlink; faculty/staff/department sponsor usually must initiate the Off Campus Travel
Registration Form and provide code to student.)
For international travel: Note from Study Abroad Coordinator stating that the student applicant has
completed all preliminary steps with their office and will be working with them to confirm travel details,
etc.
Send completed application to shipgrant@rollins.edu in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats.
The applicant is required to cc this application to the faculty/staff sponsor on this grant.

Application form last updated: November 2020
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Scholarship for High-Impact Pathways (SHIP)
Application Guidelines for Rollins Students
GENERAL INFORMATION
Student scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis for students who complete a high-impact
practice. High-impact learning happens when students are actively engaged in the educational process,
when their learning goes beyond the classroom to be applied in their personal and work lives. Students
engaged in high-impact learning are more engaged in their education and work collaboratively in
community and with peers. Please see https://www.aacu.org/leap/hips for additional information
about high-impact educational practices.
Permitted Expenditures:
1. Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
a. Participation in conferences is defined as: presenting a paper or performance,
presenting a poster session, responding to a paper or a speaker, art showcase, or
presenting a workshop.
2. Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist. Applicants must confirm support from the Office of International
Programs with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This letter must be submitted
with the SHIP application to be considered.
3. Participation in unpaid internships. Applicants are required to confirm support from the
Center for Career and Life Planning with a letter of support signed by a staff member. This
letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
4. Participation in volunteer/service experiences. Applicants are required to confirm support
from the Center for Leadership and Community Engagement with a letter of support signed
by a staff member. This letter must be submitted with the SHIP application to be considered.
5. Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop (qualifies for up to 75% funding
cap for domestic trips; international trips are not funded).
6. Additional high-impact practices may be funded on a case-by-case basis. Applicants are
welcome to make the case in their application.
Our parameters state that we fund “highly impactful educational opportunities that are not
funded through other areas of the college” and “participation in non-Rollins study abroad –
when an approved program that meets the same needs does not exist.” As Rollins provides
other internal funding for Rollins field studies and study abroad programs, SHIP funding is not
used for these programs.

SHIP grant recipients must complete 2 blog entries within 15 days after return from high-impact
practice emailed to: shipgrant@rolllins.edu. Each blog (each roughly 225-300 words with pictures)
should focus on a critical experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the
experience. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can be shared online, please
include it with your blog submission.
It is anticipated that the results funded by these scholarships will enhance the academic life of the
student. The student agrees to fulfill the requirements of the scholarship as listed below. If the
student fails to complete all requirements, student will be subject to return funds or be held
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accountable by the Honor Council. Class-related experiences are normally not funded, with the
exception of internships and study abroad. Applications should list a Rollins faculty member or staff
sponsor. The applicant is required to cc’ the Rollins faculty sponsor on the submission of this
application. Students can only receive SHIP funds once per academic year.
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Overview of the application process
A. Review of Scholarship Proposals
Please remember that while your proposal will undergo a blind review in spirit of collegiality; there is no
discipline specific review. The Student Life Committee is composed of members of the general faculty,
staff, and students. Your objectives must be well conceived, clearly stated, and written in a language
that can be understood by a general audience.

B. Deadlines
1. The committee meets four-times a year to consider all SHIP grants received by the funding
cycle deadline. These deadlines are as follows:
a. October 1 for Funding Cycle 1
b. December 1 for Funding Cycle 2
c. February 1 for Funding Cycle 3
d. April 1 for Funding Cycle 4
2. Please take these funding cycle deadlines into consideration when submitting your application.
3. Please submit your application at least two months prior to your proposed experience, and
no later than April 1 for summer experiences. Applications, for summer experiences,
submitted after these deadlines may be considered on a case-by-case basis. Proposals must be
submitted in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats, to shipgrant@rollins.edu.
4. Students who are planning to participate in high-impact practices must always apply before Day
1 of high-impact practice—prior to when it takes place, or their application will not be considered.
Students are encouraged to apply as early as is feasible. Proposals for summer experiences must
be submitted by the final due date of the spring semester (April 1).
5. Students are normally notified of any decision within one week of the SLC meeting following
review.

Application Guidelines
A. Eligibility
1. All full-time Rollins College undergraduate and graduate students (i.e., College of Liberal Arts,
Crummer School, Holt School)
2. Proposals will be judged on the completeness of the application, the quality of the project, and
financial need. Preference will be given to proposals that exhibit significant benefits to the
Rollins community.
3. The committee will fully fund eligible proposals with comprehensive completion of the following:
a. Clearly stated objectives, outcomes, methodology, and give back to the Rollins community.
b. Clear, detailed budget and rationale for all requested funds.
4. The committee will not review incomplete proposals:
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a. With missing information
b. With a financial request exceeding $600 for domestic and $1,200 for international high
impact practices ($450 funding cap for domestic competitive workshops).
c. From applicants who have not met expectations of previously awarded scholarships.
d. From applicants who have unresolved disciplinary issues.
e. From applicants who are on academic probation
f. From applicants that already received SHIP funds in the same academic year
5. All proposals deemed acceptable by the committee will be at least partially funded, funds
permitting. If there is insufficient money to support fully all acceptable proposals, it will not
necessarily be the case that each applicant will receive an equal percentage of the funds
requested. Some proposals, for example, may receive 100 percent of what is requested, some
at 75 percent and some at 50 percent. In order to successfully allocate partial funding, the
committee must have a complete picture of the total expected budget. Please give a detailed
accounting of allowed expenditures, even if this projected total exceeds the funding maximum.

B. Permitted Expenditures
Expenditures must be justified in terms of their relationship to the permitted project (see permission
eligibility on page 1). The budget parameters for current college rates for travel are available from
the Finance Department (http://www.rollins.edu/finance/payments/travel-entertainment.html).
Applicants should consult the Office of International Programs for international travel.
Scholarships may be funded for a maximum of $600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l), if the budget and
number of proposals permits.

C. Financial Reimbursement Requirements
Students must complete the following to receive the scholarship:
• Both Blogs (Each roughly 225-300 words with pictures) should focus on a critical
experience from the conference or write a significant reflection on the experience. They
should be submitted 15 days after return from high-impact practice to
shipgrant@rolllins.edu. If your experience includes a presentation or other file that can
be shared online, please include it with your blog submission.
• If students receive reimbursement or pre-paid benefits and do not complete the post
grant responsibilities (e.g., blog posts), they will be held accountable to the Honor
Council.
Money disbursement options for SHIP recipients:
a. Students must submit copies of their travel expense receipts within 15 days of travel to
the budget administrator (Karla Knight KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu) for reimbursement.
b. Alternatively, students can request that certain expenses (e.g., airfare, registration fee,
poster printing) be pre-paid by contacting Karla Knight at KKNIGHT@Rollins.edu. For
any non-prepaid additional expenses, students must follow the same procedure
specified above (sending receipts within 15 days of travel to Karla Knight).
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Scholarships for High-Impact Practices (SHIP)
Student Application
Applicant Information
Student Name: Mitchell Shiffer

R-Number: 01188135

Academic Level (Undergraduate/Graduate): Undergraduate Senior
Enrollment (CLA/Crummer/Holt): CLA
Department: History
Phone: 7176017372

Email: mshiffer@rollins.edu

Description of scholarship proposal
A. Title of project: Participatory History and Archiving Grant Experiences – A Student Symposium and
Capstone Experience at Fisk University in Nashville, TN
B. Dates of High-Impact Experience: April 7-9
C. Location of High-Impact Experience: Fisk University
D. Type of High-Impact Experience:

☒ Presentation in academic conferences or co-curricular conferences.
☐ Participation in non-Rollins study abroad – when an approved program that meets the same
needs does not exist.
☐ Participation in unpaid internships.
☐ Participation in volunteer/service experiences.
☐ Participation in a competitive, application-based workshop.
☐ Other high-impact educational practice as described below
E. Description of the project (this should also include the length of presentation, status of
acceptance and date of presentation, if applicable):

F. This collaborative project has assembled a team of instructors and archivists from five ACS
institutions (Rollins College, Center College, Sewanee, Washington and Lee, and Richmond
University) to produce local public history projects that directly address historic racial inequities
by pursuing community-based participatory research and archiving (CBPRA) practices alongside
community-based learning experts. CBPRA is a global movement that challenges established
archival practices that, intentionally or not, have reinforced white supremacy. CBPRA holds
unusual promise in settings — like those of our colleges — where records of the labor and other
contributions of people of color have been excluded from archival collections and, by extension,
from the stories we tell about our colleges and universities and the communities in which they
are embedded. This project (which was funded by the Associated Colleges of the South for the 20212022 school year, specifically in the form of faculty support via stipends and travel monies) entails an
inter-campus network of courses that are developed collaboratively through fall semester
workshops. The resulting courses are aimed to lead students in the study and implementation of
the theories and techniques of CBPRA and foster student-led public history exhibits or virtual
archives in partnership with representatives of local communities of color. Rollins faculty (Hannah
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Ewing and Rachel Walton) are partnering with the Hannibal Square Heritage Center in west Winter Park
throughout the 2021-2022 academic year to provide what is hoped to be a mutually beneficial relationship
between the Center (and its director Barbara Chandler) and the eight senior history students enrolled in
HIS 490 for Spring 2022. A capstone “teach in” at the end of the grant period (in Nashville, TN)

will bring participants together to showcase and critically evaluate these projects in a setting that
draws a diverse audience of community organizers and activists in social justice initiatives.
Representative students and faculty will present their progress on the projects from the community-based
archiving courses already underway in a series of presentations lasting 20 minutes each, and set up in
thematically organized panels. The paper submission process is still being ironed out currently, but
students from any participating class on each campus are eligible to submit presentation proposals when
the call for papers is announced, as are faculty instructors and archivists. At the completion of the project
in July 2022, the grant team will launch a web-based portal at the conclusion of the grant that

organizes and makes accessible the diverse public history projects undertaken in the year of the
grant cycle, and provides a resource toolbox to support development of kindred communitybased projects on ACS and other colleges’ campuses.

G. Objectives of scholarship project. Please list objectives that are clear, specific, and measurable.
Below are the main goals identified in the original grant proposal for this active and ongoing grant project,
officially titled “Participatory History and Archiving: Promoting and Supporting Undergraduate Instruction
and Project Outcomes with Community-Based Research and Archiving” which was funded by the
Associated Colleges of the South for the 2021-2022 school year as a Diversity and Inclusion Grant:

1) To develop and implement an inter-campus network of collaborative courses or course modules
that lead students in the study and implementation of the theories and techniques of CBPRA;
2) To produce student-led public history exhibits or virtual archives in partnership with
representatives of local communities of color with historic ties to college locales/campuses;
3) To hold a “summit” of college and community partners in the late spring of 2022 to showcase
and critically evaluate these projects; and
4) To launch a web-based portal that organizes and makes accessible the diverse public history
projects undertaken during the grant and to serve as a resource “toolbox” for ACS institutions
and other colleges to use in the undertaking of kindred projects.
*Item 3 above indicates the critical nature of the summit in accomplishing a central goal of this year-long,
grant funded, multi-institution project: namely, to share, discuss, and evaluate the year of community
archives grant work that occurred on each participating campus.

H. Describe how this project will contribute to the Rollins Community. (Suggested Length = 200
words)

This program is designed to foster students’ critical thinking about how our respective institutions
produce knowledge about themselves and surrounding communities through archiving best practices.
These practices determine the stories we tell prospective and fellow students, our alumni, and the public
at large when we craft the narrative of Rollins history. It will encourage not just the use of archival
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resources but also the critical evaluation of such sources. The project will encourage students to become
more critically aware of how archiving traditions can bias the preservation of the written records to
benefit those with wealth and power. In Lae’l Hughes-Watkins’s words, “a systemic defect … that has
led to the marginalization, erasure, and oppression of historically underrepresented communities”
(Hughes-Watkins, 2). Too often, students think of their institutions as passive reflections of the world
around them. A goal of this project is to empower students to consider what Rollins’ role has been in
local race relations history, specifically the experience of African Americans living and working in
neighboring west Winter Park.
The original grant proposal for this project explains that a central aim is to give students’ a greater
knowledge and understanding of the degree to which systems of racial domination have influenced the
labor practices and demographics of our respective colleges. Liberal arts colleges are especially well
suited for this type of investigation because of their histories of close — if usually oppressive and
exploitative — relations with local communities of color. What remains true in most of these instances
is that communities of color provided necessary labor to ensure the success of these colleges, but were
not invited to formally share in that success. Historically, college administrators, staff, and faculty
members have typically overlooked the day-to-day contributions of these communities and turned a
blind eye to the institution’s role in exploiting them. This project aims to empower students to uncover
historical truths about to better understand how those past practices still affect local communities of
color today.
The symposium will be the first official opportunity I have as a student to talk about this unique applied
research experience and reflect on what I’ve learned in working closely with a community partner.
I.

Describe how this project relates to your current course of study at Rollins.

The program is designed to create a durable community-based public history project or archive that can
continue to serve the community partners and support the interests and needs of that community, and
potentially build more just and equitable relationships with participating colleges. Rollins students in
HIS 490 will be working closely on several projects with the Hannibal Square Heritage Center this
Spring, including creating a digital timeline for use on the Center’s website.
Students in HIS 490 also will directly benefit from the partnership experience by learning about the
history of the surrounding community in Winter Park and how community archives can help tell a
different history than that of the College. In the symposium context students will be able to share with
other students from similar institutions what they learned in the process, considering parallel and distinct
experiences and reflecting on what those similarities and differences mean for the history of African
Americans in America – after all local history IS American history! I’m looking forward to that
opportunity if I’m funded to attend the symposium at Fisk in April of this year.

J. Describe the contribution of this project to your long-term learning goals.

This experience will help me improve my public speaking skills which I will need for my future
endeavors because of my interests in community engagement. My intentions after finishing my
undergrad degree include work within an organization that focuses on activism and representation
within a community. It is important to me that I am a responsible citizen after I graduate, and this
opportunity is an experience to prepare me for the type of work I wish to pursue.
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Proposed Budget
Be specific about what costs will be incurred. Please provide sources for estimates where available, e.g.
international proposals should reference the Office of International Programs. Your proposed budget should
reflect your actual anticipated permitted expenditures, even if this amount exceeds the maximum SHIP
award.

Item

Justification

Travel (Airfare, car rental, etc.)

Amount

Flights on Southwest on Wed 4/6 and
return on Sat 4/9

$ 271 (southwest)

No registration fee needed

$0 (waived)

Homewood Suites in downtown
Nashville - $257/night x 3 nights, but
split with another student (so ½)

$384

Registration fee

Lodging

Meals

$0
As some meals will be provided by the
conference and transportation is being
arranged by the faculty member, I am
not requesting any $ for food or
transportation

Other (Please specify)

$0

Total
$655 total of trip
Total REQUESTED Funds
(CAP: $450 (competitive workshops),

$600

$600 (domestic) or $1,200 (int’l))

Other Support for Current Proposal
1. Have you applied for or been granted any external or other internal sources of funding for this
proposal? Y/ N
• If yes, clearly identify all other requests that duplicate this proposal, indicating the source,
periods and amounts of all support requested and/or received, along with the status of the
support.
• You may not duplicate or “double dip” financial requests from any other source
2. Please explain any extenuating circumstances the committee should consider when reviewing
your proposal.

Sponsor Approval Name: Rachel Walton (campus lead of the grant in question and will be traveling
with students to Nashville) and Hannah Ewing (HIS 490 course instructor)
Date ___1/31/22__________
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(Name of faculty or department sponsor is required for all travel proposals.)
Student Name: Mitchell Shiffer_____________________________ Date 01/30/2022______

By checking the following boxes, I confirm:

☒ Authorization to the committee to review my financial, academic and disciplinary records for
consideration of my proposal.

☒ Agreement to the parameters of the application and post-scholarship responsibilities.
☒ Submission of required documentation (e.g., support letter from Office of International Programs,
Center for Career and Life Planning, or Center for Leadership and Community Engagement)

☒ That I have not participated in any unresolved academic or social misconduct as defined by the
Honor Council and Community Standards and Responsibility

HONOR CODE: On my Honor I have not given, nor received, nor witnessed any unauthorized assistance on
this work
STUDENT SIGNATURE: ___Mitchell Shiffer___________________

DATE: 01/30/2022___________

Include with this application (if needed):
For travel within the US: Copy of completed Rollins College Trip/Event Informed Consent Form.
(Complete via Foxlink; faculty/staff/department sponsor usually must initiate the Off Campus Travel
Registration Form and provide code to student.)
For international travel: Note from Study Abroad Coordinator stating that the student applicant has
completed all preliminary steps with their office and will be working with them to confirm travel details,
etc.
Send completed application to shipgrant@rollins.edu in unsigned Word and in signed PDF formats.
The applicant is required to cc this application to the faculty/staff sponsor on this grant.
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Application form last updated: November 2020

